
   

 

   

 

 

 

 

SOFTWARE RELEASE NOTES 

dbMap/Web Version 2020.1 

 

 



Highlight features introduced in dbMap/Web 2020.1 

   

 

Overview 

dbMap/Web 2020.1 sees the introduction of displaying Multi-value (FMI) data in the well log viewer, new data loaders for Logi-
com E&P REP data, production data and well test data as well as previewing SEGY EBCDIC headers and TIFF image files. 
 
 

Well Log Viewer Multi-value (FMI) support 

The well log viewer has been extended to display multi-value log curves such as FMI data. Users can select the gradient to use 
when rendering the Multi-value curves. They can also be viewed alongside or on the same track as traditional single value 
curves. 
 

 
 

PLDB – Import Logicom E&P REP Format 

PLDB can now import data from REP exported Excel file format. This can be an easy way to help move your Prospect information 
into PLDB for managing multiple versions through time or migrating to PLDB.  
If you would like to know more information about what data can be imported and if it can be extended to support your own 
data and workflows please contact Petrosys support. 
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New Data loaders – Production data and Well Tests 

In addition to the PLDB REP data loader mentioned above, dbMap/Web 2020.1 also includes new data loaders for well monthly 
production data and well test data with a focus on MDT tests.  
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Preview SEGY EBCDIC Header 

When viewing SEGY files that have been catalogued in Records Management, users can now press the Preview button to view 
the EBCDIC header information which is read dynamically from the file.  This is in addition to existing functionality which allows 
previewing of Word, Excel and other Office documents as well as some graphical formats. 
 

 
 
 

Preview TIFF Image Files 

Web browsers are not able to natively display TIFF image files. When viewing TIFF files that have been catalogued in Records 
Management it is now possible for users to preview the files directly in the browser without having to first download the file or 
open in another application.  
Refer to the installation notes for the 2020.1 release for more information on how to improve the performance of TIFF preview 
for your server. 
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Java 11 

Java version naming has been through some changes in recent times. The official Long Term Support (LTS) versions of Java cur-
rently are Version 8 and Version 11.  dbMap/Web continues to be supported running on Java 8 but is now also supported run-
ning on Java 11. 
 
 

Petrosys Professional Services 

The Petrosys Professional Services team is highly experienced with PPDM and Oil Industry workflows. We are always happy to 
discuss options for prioritizing specific functionality with funding, for example: 

• Managing additional data types 

• Creating additional data loaders 

• Tailoring dashboards. 
Please contact Petrosys support if you would like to discuss. 
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Detailed Release Notes Summary dbMap/Web 2020.1
Enhancements

dbMap/Web - Client
76973 PLDB - Unique constraint on play relaxed (Cairn)
76935 Joint Venture and Interest set changes (Santos)
77405 The PLDB dashboard tree filter has the same Category column as the Prospect tree filter (Cairn)

dbMap/Web - General
69794 SEGY EBCDIC headers can now be viewed in Records Management
76297 Tabbing into and out of lookup values on the screen no longer automatically opens the lookup dialog
73502 Well log viewer can now display of DLIS multi-trace logs
75691 Tiff files can now be previewed in Records management
76698 Water production has been added to multi-well production chart
76770 Data loaders now report the number of rows loaded successfully or with errors while in progress
75013 dbMap/Web is supported on Java 8 and Java 11
76980 Well log viewer can now reverse the gradient used to fill log curve displays
76571 Well Monthly Production data loader available in dbMap/Web
75723 Well Test data loader available in dbMap/Web
77160 Well Test list now displays the test subtype

dbMap/Web - PLDB
76913 Portfolio snapshots can now be deleted
77079 REP Excel export format data loader now available for PLDB
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Detailed Release Notes Summary dbMap/Web 2020.1
Bug Fixes

dbMap/Web - Client
76987 PLDB Resource computation Tornado plot now works (Santos Data Hub)
77094 The Web GIS link has been updated to the new server and coordinates included (Santos)
76812 The perforation diagram is now shown as soon as the new chart window is opened (Santos)
76763 Resource computation is now shown on Prospect Summary report (Beach)

dbMap/Web - General
77401 Improved performance of the Seismic Lines / Coordinates screen
77231 Custom reports no longer include a red-bordered rectangle when printed from the Chrome browser to PDF
77259 Mapping - Correct well production totals are shown on the map
77397 Imported polygons for Basins, Fields and Permits now show on the map
75095 The Save as.. button now works consistently for all panels

dbMap/Web - PLDB
77338 A positive value can now be entered as the Total depth (TVD SS) for a Drilling opportunity
76859 Editing the age sequence number of a play interval no longer copies the play interval
74786 PLDB Multi-scenario - Initial single target computation now matches prospect roll-up
75871 PLDB Resource computation - Changed validation of low and high values
76692 Remarks are now editable on the Rules reference screen
76514 Target dependency groups can now be created
72830 The joint venture security screens now show joint ventures even if they are not assigned a country
76867 Unit conversion button is always shown when there are units to be converted

Petrosys Release Notes
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Petrosys Release dbMap/Web 2020.1
Detailed Release Notes

dbMap/Web - Client                                     Enhancements  

PLDB - Unique constraint on play relaxed (Cairn) 76973

The database unique constraint for Plays has been relaxed to allow the creation of plays with the same play interval, trap 
reservoir and closure type, but different play names.

Joint Venture and Interest set changes (Santos) 76935

Changes have been made to the dbMap Well header and PLDB prospect screens to support the new database structure for 
storing Joint Venture and Interest set details. This includes making use of the active flag to filter JVs and Interest sets, instead 
of the expiry date. The JV and Interest Set reference table screens have also been updated to show the active flag.

The PLDB dashboard  tree  filter  has  the  same Category  column as  the
Prospect tree filter (Cairn) 77405

The PLDB dashboard tree filter is now using the same column for Category as the Prospect tree filter for Cairn.

dbMap/Web - Client Bug Fixes

PLDB Resource computation Tornado plot now works (Santos Data Hub)
76987

The PLDB Resource computation Tornado plot now works for the Data Hub database version of dbMap/Web. Previously 
nothing displayed in the plot area. This was due to some missing database unit reference data. In addition to fixing the 
missing data, the Tornado plot has been updated to better handle the case when reference data is not found.

The Web GIS link has been updated to the new server and coordinates
included (Santos) 77094

The server the Web GIS link points to has been updated and will now locate the well using its coordinates.

The perforation diagram is now shown as soon as the new chart window is
opened (Santos) 76812

A bug preventing the perforation diagram from being drawn as soon as the window opens has been fixed.

Resource computation is now shown on Prospect Summary report (Beach)
76763

The Prospect summary report now shows the Resource computation data.

dbMap/Web - General                                  Enhancements  

SEGY EBCDIC headers can now be viewed in Records Management 69794

When a SEGY file is catalogued in Records Management you can now 'Preview' the EBCDIC header information for the file. 
The EBCDIC header is read dynamically so always shows the latest information.

Petrosys Release Notes



Tabbing  into  and  out  of  lookup  values  on  the  screen  no  longer
automatically opens the lookup dialog 76297

The tab key can be used to move between different input values on the screen. Previously if you ‘tabbed’ into a lookup input 
value it would automatically trigger the lookup selector dialog to open. Tabbing from one input to the next has also been 
improved to make data entry/navigation via keyboard more consistent.

Well log viewer can now display of DLIS multi-trace logs 73502

Multi-trace well logs from DLIS can now be displayed as raster images in the Well Log Viewer. 

See the highlights section of the release notes for an example of the raster display and overlaying with other log curves. 

Tiff files can now be previewed in Records management 75691

The ability to preview a TIFF image has been added to Records management.

For information on how to improve the performance of TIFF preview for your server refer to the installation notes for 
dbMap/Web 2020.1.

Water production has been added to multi-well production chart 76698

Water production has been added as a new series on the multi-well production chart.

Data loaders now report the number of rows loaded successfully or with
errors while in progress 76770

New data loaders such as the Well Test, Well Production and Coal Core Analysis now include in their processing note a count 
of how many rows have been succeeded or failed in being loaded as they are processed.

dbMap/Web is supported on Java 8 and Java 11 75013

dbMap/Web continues to be supported on Java 8 and is now also supported on Java 11. There are no current plans to 
deprecate Java 8 for dbMap/Web. 

Java has moved to releasing new versions every 6 months, but only particular versions are intended to be supported longer 
term and are nominated as Long Term Supported (LTS) versions.

The current LTS versions of Java are version 8 and version 11. The same download for dbMap/Web can be used with Java 
version 8 or version 11. 

Well  log  viewer  can  now  reverse  the  gradient  used  to  fill  log  curve
displays 76980

Gradient fills in the Well Log Viewer can now be reversed. In the curve fill style properties, an option to reverse the gradient 
has been added. 

Well Monthly Production data loader available in dbMap/Web 76571

A new data loader is now available for loading monthly well production data for PPDM based clients. 

Well Test data loader available in dbMap/Web 75723

A new data loader is now available for loading well test data for PPDM based clients. It is focused on MDT test data but can 
load some attributes shared by other test types.

Well Test list now displays the test subtype 77160

In the list of tests for a well you can now see the test subtype as an additional column. Users can now easily see extra details 
such as whether a drill stem test is a casing packer or a hook wall packer.
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dbMap/Web - General Bug Fixes

Improved performance of the Seismic Lines / Coordinates screen 77401

The performance of the Seismic Lines / Coordinates screen is now much improved for databases with very large numbers of 
coordinates.

Custom reports no longer include a red-bordered rectangle when printed
from the Chrome browser to PDF 77231

A red-boarded rectangle previously appeared on PDFs generated from Custom reports in the Chrome web browser. The 
rectangle has been removed. 

Mapping - Correct well production totals are shown on the map 77259

Fixed a bug causing incorrect production totals being shown on the map

Imported polygons for Basins, Fields and Permits now show on the map
77397

A bug preventing polygons imported through dbMap/Web being shown on the map for Basins, Fields and Permits has been 
fixed.

The Save as.. button now works consistently for all panels 75095

The Well test (Origin), Paly/Paleo, Pressure and RFT pretest (Santos) screens were not behaving consistently with other data 
screens for ‘Save as’. This has been fixed so the ‘Save as’ button now works consistently for all screens. 

dbMap/Web - PLDB                                      Enhancements  

Portfolio snapshots can now be deleted 76913

The portfolio manager dialog now shows a delete button next to each snapshot so they can be individually deleted.

When there are no snapshots for a portfolio, a button is presented to delete the current version.

When the current version is deleted then the portfolio is automatically deleted as it has no data.

REP Excel export format data loader now available for PLDB 77079

PLDB can now import data from REP exported Excel file format. This can be an easy way to help move your Prospect 
information into PLDB for managing multiple versions through time or migrating to PLDB.

If you would like to know more information about what data can be imported and if it can be extended to support your own 
data and workflows please contact Petrosys support.

dbMap/Web - PLDB Bug Fixes

A positive value can now be entered as the Total depth (TVD SS) for a
Drilling opportunity 77338

Previously a Drilling opportunity's Total depths (TVD SS) could only be a negative number. This has been changed so either 
positive or negative numbers can be entered.
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Editing the age sequence number of a play interval no longer copies the
play interval 76859

When editing a Play interval via the reference screens, if the age sequence number was modified then a new record was 
created instead of updating the existing record. This has been fixed.

PLDB  Multi-scenario  -  Initial  single  target  computation  now  matches
prospect roll-up 74786

When the resource computation is created for a prospect with a single target using the Multi-scenario compute method, the 
prospect resource roll-up results now match the target results. Previously some slight differences could occur, but after the 
target resource computation was modified the results would match the Prospect roll-up.

PLDB Resource computation - Changed validation of low and high values
75871

It is valid to have a low value (eg P90) that is higher than the high value (eg P10). Previously this was not allowed and raised a 
validation error preventing the values from being saved.

Remarks are now editable on the Rules reference screen 76692

Previously the remarks were not shown or editable on the Admin / Reference tables / PPDM / General reference / Rule 
reference screen. They are now visible and editable as they are used to show which target/prospect is included in rollups on 
the Prospect header / Resource summary tab.

Target dependency groups can now be created 76514

A change in configuration prevented new Prospect target dependency groups from being added. This has been fixed.

The joint venture security screens now show joint ventures even if they
are not assigned a country 72830

A limit preventing joint ventures from being shown on the Admin / Security / Joint venture screens has been removed so now
all joint ventures are listed even if they do not have a country assigned.

Unit  conversion  button  is  always  shown  when  there  are  units  to  be
converted 76867

Sometimes the unit conversion button that toggles between metric and imperial was not always shown on the resource 
calculation panels. This has been fixed.
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